
The question Paper contains eight parts. All the parts are compulsory.  

 

Part A- Operating System 

 

1. Which of the following is incorrect? 

a. Time quantum size increases.  

b. The average If the time quantum is extremely small,Round Robin can 

result in a large number of context switches.  

c. The average turnaround time of a set of processes does not necessarily 

improve as the turnaround time can be improved if most processes 

finish their next CPU burst in a single time quantum.  

d. None of the above. 

2. The First process in unix is 

a. init  b.boot  c.start d.None of  the other option 

 

3. System calls are executed in 

a. User mode  b.Kernel mode c.Both user and kernel mode d.None of 

these. 

 

4.Which of the following acts as cache for secondary storage? 

a. L1 cache    b. L2 cache    c. Main Memory  

d.Tertiary  Memory 

 

5.The following program fragments prints the string “Hello ” number of 

times  equals to 

If(fork()==0) 

fork(); 

printf(“Hello\n”); 

a. 1   b. 2    c. 3     d.4 

 

6.Page fault occurs when- 

a. The page is corrupted by application software . 

b. The page is in main memory. 

c. The page is not in main memory.   

d .The page is not in secondary memory 

 

 



7. Necessary conditions  for deadlock are 

a. No-preemption and  Hold& Wait     b.Mutual Exclusion and Circular wait 

c. Both option a. & b.  d. option a. only   

 

8.If there are 32 segments each of size 1K byte then the logical address  

should  have- 

a. 13 bits      b.14 bits   c.15 bits    d.16 bits 

 

9.A computer system has 6 tape drives with ‘n’ processes competing for 

them. Each process may need 3 tape drives. The maximum value of  ‘n’ for 

which the system is guaranteed to be deadlock free is 

  a. 2   b. 3    c. 4      d. 1 

 

10.Direct Memory Access transfers data between- 

a. CPU and Main Memory   b. CPU and Secondary Memory     

c. Main and Secondary Memory  d.None of these. 

 

11.Which of the following acts as cache for secondary storage 

a. L1 cache  b. L2 cache  c. Main Memory     d. Tertiary Memory 

 

12.A situation where several processes access and manipulate the same data 

concurrently and the outcome of execution depends on the particular order in 

which access takes place is called- 

a.Data consistency   b.Race condition   c.Aging d.Starvation. 

 

Part B- Database Management System 

 

1. The column of a table is referred to as the- 

a. Tuple      b. Attribute   c. Entity    d. Degree 

 

2. In airline reservation system the attributes  are date, flight number, place of 

departure, destination, type of plane and seats available. The primary key is- 

a. flight number     b. flight number + place of departure     

c. flight number + date  d. flight number + destination. 

 

 

 



3. In E-R diagram ellipse represent 

a. Attributes      b. Entity set     

c. Relationship set    d. Link between attributes and entity sets 

 

4. Manager’s salary details are hidden from the employees. This is 

a. Conceptual level data hiding.   b. Physical level data hiding 

c. External level data hiding.  d. None of  these. 

 

5.Which syntax turns an existing constraint on? 

a. Alter table table_name enable constraint_name;  

b. Alter table table_name  status=enable constraint constraint_name;      

c. Alter table table_name  enable constraint constraint_name;  

d. Alter table table_name turn on constraint constraint_name; 

 

 

6.Which is not the  ACID properties of transaction? 

a.Atomicity    b. Consistency    c.Integrity     d. Durability 

 

7.Which statement about view is true? 

a. A view can be created as read only.    

b. A view cannot have an order by clause.  

c. A view cannot be created with a group by clause in the select 

statement.  

d. A view must have aliases defined for the column names in the select 

statement. 

 

8. Which is not a SQL command? 

a. Insert    b. Modify    c. Update  d. Commit 

 

9. The set of permitted values for each attribute is called its 

a. Range    b. Domain      c. Attribute   d.Group   

 

10.An attribute of one table matching the primary key of another table is 

called as- 

a. Foreign key   b. Secondary Key    c. Candidate key   d. Composite Key 

 

 



 

11.The employee age should not be greater than 35 yrs. This is 

a. Referential constraint  b. Integrityconstraint.  

c.Feasible constraint  d. Over-defined constraint. 

 

12.A trigger is - 

a. A statement that enables to start any DBMS.  

b. A statement that is executed by the user when debugging an application 

program.    

c. A condition the system tests for the validity of the database user.    

d. A statement that is executed automatically by the system as a side 

effect of a modification to the database. 

 

Part C- Computer Networking 

1. IPv4 32 bit address is a combination of ……….bit and …………bit 

a. Network, Port    b. Network, Host  

c. MAC, Host    d. None of the above 

2. Which networking device is generally called as physical layer device? 

c. HUB  b. SWITCH     c. ROUTER d. BRIDGE 

3. Verify the following statements, weather its True or False (T/F). 

i. FTP is a protocol using in application layer 

ii. Telnet is a command used in application layer 

iii. IP is a protocol used in Network Layer 

iv. IPX is a protocol used in Network Layer 

Choose the correct option. 

a. i-F, ii-F, iii-F, iv-F         b. i-T, ii-T, iii-T, iv-T 

c. i-T, ii-F, iii-F, iv-T         d. i-F, ii-T, iii-T, iv-F 

 

4. Arrange the following layers as per original TCP/IP protocol suite. 

i. Host-to-network  layer 

ii. Transport Layer 

iii. Application layer 

iv. Internet Layer 



Pick the correct sequence. 

a. iv, ii, iii,i         b. i, iii, ii, iv 

c. i, iv, ii, iii         d. i, ii, iii, iv 

 

5. Choose the correct statement from the following :- 

a. The logical addresses changes from hop to hop, but physical address and 

port number usually remain the same. 

b. The logical address and port number changes from hop to hop, but 

physical address usually remain the same. 

c. The port number changes from hop to hop, but logical and physical 

addresses usually remain the same. 

d. The physical addresses changes from hop to hop, but logical address and 

port number usually remain the same. 

 

6. Choose the appropriate option for transmission mediums used in the 

LAN networking. 

a. UTP, Coaxial          b. ScTP, OFC 

c. ScTP, STPd. All of the above 

 

7. Observe the below shown exhibit1.  

A and B - Nodes, S- Switch, R-Router 

 

 

 

 

 

 

IF Node A is sending the packet to Node B. How many times during this 

transmission the packet will passed through the data link layer. 

a. 5                 b. 6 c.  7              d. 8 

S B A 

R 



 

8. Refer exhibit1 - Which command will help to know the number of hops 

between Node A to Node B 

a. IPConfig b. Traceroute c. Ping d. All of the above 

 

9. Identify the slash (/) notation for “Class A” default subnet mask from the 

following:- 

a. /8   b. /32        c./16    d. /24 

 

10. What will be the default broadcast address and network address for IP 

192.168.20.1/24. 

Broadcast address      Network address 

a. 192.168.20.255            192.168.20.255   

b. 192.168.20.0                192.168.20.255 

c. 192.168.20.0                192.168.20.0   

d. 192.168.20.255            192.168.20.0   

 

11. IPv6 is …………..bit addressing scheme. 

a. 32   b. 64              c.128  d. 256 

 

12. Router is a ……………….. device 

a. Layer 1  b. Layer2            c.Layer3  d. Layer4 

 

Part D- Computer Hardware 

 

1. The Technology which turns the processor into a virtual dual-processor 

configuration is ________________ 

a. Virtual Technology   b. Vmware Technology 

c. CMOS Technology   d. Hyperthreading Technology 

 

 



2. All the modern day processors works in the principle of ___________ 

a. Harvard Architecture   b. Cambridge Architecture 

c. Huffman Architecture  d. Von Neuman Architecture 

 

3. Attempting to access the privileged instruction from _______ mode 

causes _____________ exception. 

a. supervisor, logical   b. user, syntactical 

c. admin, legal    d. user, privileged 

 

4. The boot sequence of in a typical system start-up are _________ 

1. Power ON, POST, PG Signal, BIOS, Boot Record, Loads OS 

2. Power ON, BIOS, POST, PG Signal, Boot Record, Loads OS 

3. PG Signal, Power ON, POST, BIOS, Boot Record, Loads OS 

4. Power ON, POST, PG Signal, BIOS, Loads OS, Boot Record 

a. 1 only     b. 2 only    c. Both 1 and 2    d. either 3 or 4 

 

5. Advanced Configuration and Power Interface (ACPI) controls 

_________ and are controlled via the __________ setup. 

a. LAN configuration, time management and OS. 

b. USB management, power generation and OS. 

c. mouse configuration, printer management and OS. 

d. system configuration, power management and OS. 

 

6. Intel calls the capability to execute more than one instruction at a time, 

as__________________ 

a). Hypervisor technology  b. Cloud technology 

c. Superscalar technology         d. Multimedia Extension technology 

 

7. Processor chips are manufactured from the wafers using a process 

called__________ 

a. Spectrography     b. Photolithography 

c. Mintography     d. Polygraphy 



8. All the primary circuits of the motherboard are contained within the 

__________ 

a. North bridge    b. South bridge  c. Chipset  d. PCI 

 

9. __________ consists of low-level software that controls the system 

hardware and acts as an interface between OS and the hardware. 

a. RAM  b. POST  c. BIOS  d. ATA 

 

10. __________ refers to the physical dimensions as well as certain 

connector, screw hole and other positions that dictate into which type 

of case the board will fit.  

a. From factor b. Form factor c. ATX factor d. BTX factor 

 

11. ________ was designed to improve the fault tolerance and 

performance of computer storage system. 

a. PATA  b. SATA  c. SCSI  d. RAID 

 

12. ___________ is a fully rewritable format that enables recording 

upto 25GB of data or up to 11.5 hours of standard definition video on a 

single sided, single layer 12 cm diameter disc. 

a. Blu-ray disc b. Blue-ray disc c. DVD-ROM  d. DVD-R/RW 

 

Part E- C/C++ Programming 

1. What will be the output of following C code? Omit syntax error if any. 

main(){ 

 printf(“%x”, -1 << 4); 

} 

a. fff0   b.  ff00  c.  00ff  d. 0fff 

 

2. What will be the output of following C code if input is given as 20? Omit 

syntax error if any. 

main(){ 



 int n; 

 printf(“%d”, scanf(“%d”, &n)); 

} 

a. 20   b.  1   c.  2   d.  0 

 

3. An unrestricted use of ‘goto’ statement is harmful because  

a. it results in increasing the executing time of the program. 

b. it increases the memory of the program. 

c. it decreases the readability and testing of the program. 

d. None of the above. 

 

4. What will be the output of following C code? Omit syntax error if any. 

main(){ 

  static  int  i; 

  if( - - i){ 

   main(); 

   printf(“%d”, i); 

  } 

     } 

a. 5   b.  5555  c.  0000  d.  1111 

 

5. Aliasing in the context of programming language refers to 

a. multiple variables having the same memory location. 

b. multiple variables having the same value. 

c. multiple variables having same identifier. 

d. multiple variables having same variable. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



6. Match the following 

__________________________________________________________ 

X:  m=malloc(5)    1. Using dangling pointer 

 m= NULL 

     Y:  free(n); n     2. Using uninitialized pointer 

value=5; 

     Z:  char *p; *p=’a’;    3. Lost memory 

     ___________________________________________________________ 

 

a. X-1  Y-3  Z-2 

b. X-3  Y-1  Z-2 

c. X-3  Y-2  Z-1 

d. X-2  Y-1  Z-3 

 

7. What will be the output of following C code? Omit syntax error if any. 

main(){ 

 int i=10; 

printf(“%d\t%d\t%d”, ++i, i--, i++); 

} 

a. 10 10 11    b.  11     10    11 

c.  10 11 10    d.  11     11    10 

 

8. What will be the output of following C code? Omit syntax error if any. 

main(){ 

 char *ptr; 

 ptr= “Hello World”; 

 printf(“%c”,*&*ptr); 

} 

a. Garbage value  b.  Error  c.  H      d. Hello World 

 

9. C++ encourages to structure a software as a collection of components that 

are  

a. Interactive and loosely coupled 

b. Not interactive but loosely coupled 

c. Interactive and tightly coupled  

d. Not interactive but highly coupled 

 



10. A constructor is called whenever 

a. class is declared   b.  a object is created  

c.  a class is used   d.  All the above case 

 

11.   Reusability is a desirable feature of the language as it 

a.  decreases the testing timeb.  lowers the maintenance cost 

c.  reduces the compilation time    d.  reduces the execution time  

 

12.  cout stands for 

a. class output     b. call output   

c. common output    d. character output  

 

Part F- Data Structure 

 

1. An abstract data type(ADT) is 

a. same as an abstract class. 

b. a data type that cannot be instantiated. 

c. a data type for which only the operations defined on it can be used but 

none else. 

d. All of the above.  

 

2. The maximum number of nodes in a binary tree at level i is 

a. 2i+1  b.  2i -1  c.  2i-1  d.  2i + 1 

 

3. A binary tree inorder and preorder expressions are DGBAHEICF and 

ABDGCEHIF. What will be the postorder expression of the binary tree 

a. GDBHIEFCA    b.  GDBCAEHFI    

c.  GBDHIEFCA    d.  GDBHICAFE 

 

4. For the recurrence relation, T(n)= 2T(√n) + lgn,which is tight upper 

bound? 

     a. T(n) = O(n2)    b.  T(n) = O(n3) 

c.  T(n) = O(lg n)    d.  T(n) = O(lg n lglg n) 

 

 

 



5. What will be time complexity of following C code. 

int n=1000; 

for(i=1 ; i<=n ; i++){ 

 for(j=1 ; j<=i ; j++){ 

   printf(“*”); 

         } 

  Printf(“\n”); 

     }     

a. O(n)  b.  O(n2)  c.  O(1)  d. None of these 

 

6. Selection sort is applied on a given sequence: 89, 45, 68, 90, 29, 34, 17. 

What is the sequence after second iteration. 

a. 17, 29, 68, 90, 45, 34, 89  b. 17, 45, 68, 90, 29, 34, 89 

c. 17, 68, 45, 90, 34, 29, 89  d. 17, 29, 68, 90, 34, 45, 89 

 

7. Which of the following is true? 

a. Investigation of the average case efficiency is considerably more difficult 

than investigation of the worst case and best case. 

b. Investigation of best case is more complex than average case. 

    c. Investigation of worst case is more complex than average case. 

    d. None of the above. 

 

8. Match the following. 

    X: Depth first search      A: Heap 

    Y: Breadth first search     B: Queue 

    Z: Sorting       C:  Stack 

a. X-A, Y-B, Z-C   b.  X-C, Y-A, Z-B  

c.  X-C, Y-B, Z-A   d.  X-A, Y-C, Z-B 

 

9. Construct a Binary search tree with the given list of elements: 

    300, 210, 400, 150, 220, 370, 450, 100, 175, 215, 250 

Which of the following is the parent node of the element 250 

a. 220  b.  150  c.  370  d.  215  

 

10.  To implement Dijkstra’s shortest path algorithm on unweighted graphs 

so that it runs in linear time, the data structure to be used is: 

       a. Queue  b. Stack  c. Heap  d.  B-tree 



11. Which statement is true about Krushkal’salgorithm. 

a. It is a greedy algorithm for minimum spanning tree problem. 

b. It constructs spanning tree by selecting edges in increasing order of 

their weights. 

c. It does not accept creation of cycles in spanning tree. 

d. All the above. 

 

12. Which of the following algorithm design technique is used in finding all 

pairs of shortest distances in graph? 

       a. Divide-and-Conquer   b. Greedy method  

       c. Back tracking    d. Dynamic programming 

 

 

Part G- Software Engineering and Quality Assurance 

 

1. The Software Engineering Institute (SEI) has developed a 

comprehensive process meta-model that is predicated on a set of 

system and software engineering capabilities that should be present 

as organizations reach different levels of process, is called_______ 

a. The Capability Maturity Model Integration (CMMI) 

b. The Ability Attainability Integration Model (AAIM) 

c. The Project Evaluation and Review Technique (PERT) 

d. The Web of Engineering Process Model (WEPM) 

 

2. ___________ is a high-speed adaptation of the waterfall model, in 

which fast development is achieved by using a component based 

construction approach. 

a. Prototype model    b. Incremental model 

c. RAD model     d. Spiral model 

 

3. Rational XDE and Rose developed by Rational Technologies, 

provide a widely used ______________ based suite of modeling and 

development tools for computer-based systems. 

a. XML  b. Omlet  c. UML       d. Hatley-Pirbhai 



 

4. ___________ provides a simple means for identifying and 

organizing the classes that are relevant to system or product 

requirements. 

a. Flow diagram b. Sequence diagram c. Interaction modelling 

d. Class-Responsibility-Collaborator modelling 

 

5. A component or class encapsulates only attributes and operations 

that are closely related to one another and to the class or component 

itself is called ___________ 

a. Cohesion     b. Coupling   

c. Coordination    d. Conjunction 

 

6. Verification and Validation refers to _____________ 

a. building the right product and building the product right 

b. building the product right and building the right product 

c. building the product write and building the write product 

d. none of the above 

7. __________ test are designed to confront programs with abnormal 

situations. 

a. System b. Recovery c. Security  d. Stress 

 

8. _____________ testing method selects test paths of a program 

according to the locations of definitions and uses of variables in the 

program. 

a. Condition  b. Loop c. Data Flow d. none of the above 

 

9. _____________ conceptual design creates a representation of the 

subsystems, classes and relationships that define the application 

domain for the WebApp. 

a. Module Oriented Hypermedia Design Method (MOHDM) 

b. Subject Oriented Hyperphobia Design Method (SOHDM) 



c. Component Oriented Hypermedia Design Method (COHDM) 

d. Object Oriented Hypermedia Design Method (OOHDM) 

 

10. The model that estimates the cost of the software building 

process is __________ 

a. Constructive Cost Model      b. Constructive Effort Model 

c. Constructive Component Model  d. Constructive Relational model 

 

11. The __________ plan documents all work performed as part of 

risk analysis and is used by the project manager as part of the overall 

project plan. 

a. Risk Migration, Monitoring and Management Plan (RMMM) 

b. Risk Mitigation, Monitoring and Management Plan (RMMM) 

c. Risk Magnification, Monitoring and Management Plan (RMMM) 

d. Risk Mitigation, Monitoring and Modernizing Plan (RMMM) 

 

12. A Software Configuration Management Plan defines the project 

strategy for __________ management. 

a. Monitoring  b. Control  c. Change  d. Schedule 

 

PART H- General Awareness of the latest Technologies in IT 

1. HCI is a latest technology for State Data Centers, which stands for 

a. Highly Converging Infrastructure  

b. Hyper Convergence Infrastructure  

c. Highly Competitive Infrastructure  

d. High Cost Infrastructure 

 

2. CERT-in stands for 

a. Indian Computer Emergency Response Team   

b. Indian Critical Emergency Response Team  

c. Criminal Emergency Response Team-Indian  

d. Interim Computer Emergency Response Team 

 

3. AR, VR and MR are forms of __________ 



a. Internet Task Force     b. Google Glass Versions   

c. Digital Realities     d. Data Realization 

 

4. The App use to configure Google Glass is- 

a. My Glass   b. Your Glass    c. Hour Glass       d. GlassGoogle 

 

5. This is a fraudulent attempt, usually made through email, to steal your 

personal information- 

a. Masquerading     b. Misfeasors    c. Repudiation     d. Phishing 

 

6. Which one of these is/are languages used in AI development?  

a. R      b. L     c. C      d. All of the above  

 

7. Which renowned company in July 2019 has set up a cyber security lab in 

Pune as part of it’s global cyber security network- 

a. CISCO  b. Siemens  c. Bluechip   d. Emersons 

 

8. Which language is considered to be in first place in the list of all AI 

development languages due to it’s simplicity- 

a. Java   b. Prolog   c. Python  d. Java  

 

 

8. A digital representation of a real-world entity or system is referred to as – 

a. Digital Clone b. Digital copy  c. Digital Print d. Digital Twin 

 

9. Which one these is/are crypto currencies- 

a. Ethereum  b. Bitcoin  c. Dogecoin d. All of the above 

 

10. An expert system differs from a databse program in that only an expert 

system- 

a) contains declarative knowledge   

b) contains procedural knowledge   

c) features the retrieval of store information  

d) expects users to draw their own conclusions 

 

11. Most laptops, desktops are vulnerable to cyber-attacks through- 

a. plug-in devices    b. HDD crashes      c. Replay Attacks    d. DOS Attacks 



 

12.  Natural Language understanding is used in - 

a. Natural language Interface   b. Natural Language front end     

c. Text understanding system   d. All of the mentioned. 

 

13. Arthur Samuel is linked inextricably with a program that played- 

a. checkers    b. chess  c. cricket  d. football 

 

14. Which one of these is a  security appliance that delivers unified threat 

management capabilities in a single appliance- 

a. NGFW  b. BootP  c. DMZ  d. None of the above 

 

15. Specifications of authorization that govern the rights and privileges of 

users to particular information asset is called – 

a. Access Control List  b. Authorization Control List   

c. Task Control List     d. All of the above 

 

16. Bluetooth wireless communication link can be exploited within a range of 

approximately – 

a. 10 feet  b. 15 feet  c. 20 feet  d. 30 feet 
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